Step 1  Begin by twisting the nuts on the 2 x tri-clamps counterclockwise to loosen and remove from the assembly.

Step 2  Remove 2 x plastic shipping squares (not pictured) from assembly and discard.

Step 3  Clean all parts before first use. We recommend Toddy® Cleaner. (See cleaning instructions on Brewing Guide.)

Step 4  Install on system by first placing a gasket against the brewer ferrule ensuring the flange of the gasket aligns with the indentation ring of the ferrule.

Step 5  Place the ball valve against the other side of the gasket so that the handle is upward and points away from the system when the valve is open.

Step 6  Attach a tri-clamp around the fitting so that the nut faces upward and is on the left side of the fitting while facing the unit. Hand tighten securely.

Step 7  Place a second gasket on the exposed side of the ball valve ensuring the flange of the gasket aligns with the indentation ring.

Step 8  Place the hose barb against the other side of the gasket.

Step 9  Attach a tri-clamp around the fitting so that the nut faces upward and is on the left side of the fitting while facing the unit. Hand tighten securely.